
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Small Material

21226 Ball Dia 8cm 54g Puppy, Adult  For Dogs up to 15 lbs Etpu

At Heao Group, we take pride in our comprehensive manufacturing approach, making us a top provider in China with 
a diverse range of bouncy ETPU chewing toys.This toy is E-TPU dog toy, a ball-shaped playmate designed to 
promote dental health and provide endless fun for your furry companion.

Advanced ETPU Material:
Crafted from state-of-the-art ETPU (Expanded 
Thermoplastic Polyurethane) material, this extea bouncy 
ETPU chew toy fetch ball for agrressive chewers sets 
new standards for durability and safety. The specialized 
manufacturing process ensures its toughness and 
resilience, making it a long-lasting and eco-friendly 
choice for your pet.
 
Dental Care and Massage:
The ball's surface is adorned with numerous soft spikes, 
which serve as gentle bristles to clean your dog's teeth 
and massage their gums as they chew and gnaw on the 
toy. This unique design helps maintain their oral hygiene 
and supports healthy dental habits.
 
Lightweight and Versatile:
The ETPU material's lightweight nature makes the ball 
perfect for interactive play and fetch games. Your dog 
can easily carry and catch the ball, promoting exercise 
and stimulating their natural instincts during playtime.
 
Water-Friendly Fun:
Not just limited to land activities, this bouncy toy is an 
excellent companion for water-based adventures. It 
effortlessly floats on water, allowing your dog to enjoy 
swimming sessions and water play without losing their 
beloved toy.

Perfect Size for All Dogs:
With its small and manageable size, this ETPU toy is 
suitable for dogs of all ages and sizes. Even small 
puppies can play with it comfortably, making it an 
ideal choice for growing pups.
 
In summary, our extra bouncy ETPU chew toy 
exemplifies cutting-edge innovation and responsible 
pet care. Its dental care benefits, lightweight design, 
water-friendly features, and safe ETPU material make 
it the perfect playtime companion for your furry 
friend. Treat your beloved canine to this modern and 
eco-friendly toy, and witness the joy on their face as 
they enjoy playful adventures filled with dental care 
and boundless fun!

Please contact us to get more inforamtion if you are insterested in this item.
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Interactive Tug and Rope ETPU dog toy


